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The Spotify Problem
A game about how to discern real and fake artists in an age of artifically
created music.
20 TYPE cards – 10 x “HUMAN” and 10 x “AI”
1 totem (can be any object) – Spotify CEO
All players use a musical instrument or their voice
Start of the game:
All players are dealt one TYPE card face down. They check their card in secret to see if they are an
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE or a HUMAN. Do not give away to other players which you
are! All of the ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE cards have an undesirable characteristic on them,
which reflects some current problems with artificial intelligence. After reading these, the
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE players should follow them at all times during the game,
including during talking if possible.
The CEO:
Every player gets the chance to be CEO. The player to the left of the dealer begins with the Spotify
CEO totem. As CEO, their job is to try and sign an artist who is the same as them: either an AI or a
HUMAN. They must listen to 30 second musical auditions and try to sign an artist from the correct
catagory.
The CEO begins by saying:
“This season, Spotify Premium are looking to support new and exciting “__TYPE__” artists.”
The CEO simply chooses which type they think will reveal the most at that moment in the game,
and confirms nothing about the identity of the CEO.
At the start of the game, if you are not sure which to pick, simply begin with AI.
“This season, Spotify Premium are looking to support new and exciting “__Artificial
Intelligence__” artists.”
The Goal of the Round:
Now the goal of the round is clear:
• If Spotify wants AI artists, then the humans must convince the CEO that they are robots, and
they can do this by making their auditions sound as artificial as possible. The AI players in
this case, can embrace the expressive limitation on their card.
• If Spotify wants HUMAN artists, then the robots must convince the CEO that they are in
fact human, whilst still following their limitation. The humans in this case, must be as
human as they can, in order to help the CEO distinguish them from the robots.
The “Auditions”
Every player takes turns to audition. Each player must introduce themselves to the CEO aloud, as if
on stage, and play music for 1 minute to fulfil their audition. No more and no less, and the player
will be silenced by the CEO after 1 minute has elapsed.
All of the players audition...
The CEO then makes their decision, and the chosen artist should place their origional TYPE card in
the centre of the table, revealing their type. The player may then reselect their TYPE from the deck
and continue play. In this sense, an Artificial Intelligence may “become” human during the game,
but will subsequently have to fight for the HUMAN team.
The aim of the game is to get 5 artists signed.
If 5 humans are signed, the game ends and the human team has won.
If 5 AIs are signed, the game ends and the AI team has won.
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YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE AN AI
YOU ARE AN AI
___________________ ___________________
_Every 10 seconds
_Your instrument and
your hands do
body feel like they
something irrational
weigh 50kg

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE AN AI
YOU ARE AN AI
___________________
___________________
_You can only play
_You play and talk like
music in response to
you don't really care
something else that
about anything
happens

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE AN AI
YOU ARE AN AI
___________________ ___________________
_You often copy and When people seem to
repeat something else enjoy what you do, you
that you heard before look them in the eye

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE AN AI
YOU ARE AN AI
___________________
___________________
_You frequently pause
YOU ARE A HUMAN _You always feature an
whilst speaking or
emoji expression on
playing for slightly too
your face
long

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE AN AI
YOU ARE AN AI
___________________ ___________________
_You just play one
_You do one thing
note, and say one
then switch to another,
then switch again, and thing, over and over
so on.
again...

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE A HUMAN

YOU ARE A HUMAN
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